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Abstract: Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) deployment for IoT Edge applications requires strong1

skills in hardware and software. In this paper, a novel design framework fully automated for Edge2

applications is proposed to perform such a deployment on System-on-Chips. Based on a high-level3

Python interface that mimics the leading Deep Learning software frameworks, it offers an easy4

way to implement a hardware-accelerated DNN on an FPGA. To do this, our design methodology5

covers the three main phases: (a) customization, where the user specifies the optimizations needed6

on each DNN layer, (b) generation, the framework generates on the Cloud the necessary binaries for7

both FPGA and software parts, and (c) deployment, the SoC on the Edge receives the resulting files8

serving to program the FPGA and related Python libraries for user applications. Among the study9

cases, an optimized DNN for the MNIST database can speed up more than 60× a software version10

on the ZYNQ 7020 SoC and still consume less than 0.43W. A comparison with the state-of-the-art11

frameworks demonstrates that our methodology offers the best trade-off between throughput,12

power consumption, and system cost.13

Keywords: Cloud Computing; Deep Neural Networks (DNNs); Edge Computing; Field Pro-14

grammable Gate Array (FPGA); Hardware Acceleration; High-Level Synthesis (HLS) Tools; Inter-15

net of Things (IoT); Low-Power; Low-Cost; Python Framework.16

1. Introduction17

Over the last decades, both Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things18

(IoT) have seen considerable development and adoption in numerous domains [1–4].19

Although there were not originally meant to be merged, some specific applications20

require the accuracy and performance offered by AI algorithms, specifically by Deep21

Neural Networks (DNN), while being constrained by typical IoT considerations, such as22

the low power consumption [5]. This is for example the case of edge computing, with the23

local acquisition and processing of peripheral data. Consequently, particular challenges24

due to the deployment of DNNs to the edge have arisen [5–7]. The main technical25

difficulties originate (1) from the high computing demand of the DNN-related algorithms,26

whereas the edge and IoT nodes generally offer a limited computational power, and27

(2) from the usually high power consumption requirement, also not compatible with28

the target deployment platform. To solve these problems, dedicated embedded systems29

have been proposed: using reconfigurable circuits, the Field Programmable Gate Arrays30
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(FPGA), and System-on-Chips (SoC), a complete system embedded on a single chip,31

which specifically targets the deployment of DNN for edge computing and the Internet32

of Things. Nevertheless, a major challenge remains the design flow which requires a33

know-how combining hardware design on FPGA with neural network architectures, to34

be able to build the appropriate network for the chosen application [8]. An additional35

challenge is to make the use of very distinct design and application flows compatible and36

transparent. This challenge has been partly mitigated by the appearance of High-Level37

Synthesis (HLS) tools that help to divide the tasks between the CPU and the FPGA in an38

optimized way, performing the so-called hardware acceleration.39

In this paper, we propose a solution that simplifies the design and deployment of a40

deep neural network architecture to the edge: a fully automate framework that provides41

a Python interface to create and optimize a DNN, run the synthesis on the Cloud and42

deploy the resulting network directly on the IoT user application node, i.e. the Edge43

platform. Compared to other works proposing a configurable black box, development44

and optimization of results are accessible, revealing the impact of implementation45

choices in a simple, concise and controlled way. The framework, based on the co-design46

approach, consists of simultaneously designing the software and hardware parts of the47

neural network architecture to improve the quality and consistency of the deployed48

solution. In addition, by offering a Python interface while relying on low-level hardware49

design, it brings together hardware designs and software development skills, which50

helps to fasten and improve the design process [9,10]. The detailed work presented51

in this article is considered as a continuation of our published work [11], where we52

have presented in depth the optimization of the hardware architecture as well as a53

model to estimate the performance that can be achieved depending on the level of54

optimization. Many figures have been provided for space exploration depending on the55

level of optimization and the size of the DNN topology. In this paper, we go forward56

to provide a new full Edge-to-Edge automated generation environment. In summary,57

contributions of this work are listed bellow:58

• A Python interface allows the user to customize the DNN implementation at the59

Edge based on the target platform’s limited hardware resources and the desired60

performance.61

• Balancing the optimizations techniques as well as the interface protocols of each62

IP in order to meet design-entry requirements and FPGA restrictions. For that, the63

customization process starts from a C++ template that has several default input64

parameters to optimize and encapsulate the IP layer to be generated. The generated65

IPs will be stacked to build such DNN topology.66

• Once the customization is complete, the framework generates a TCL file that runs67

the pre-installed tools on the host server (or a commercial cloud such as AWS or68

Google Cloud) where all the necessary HLS development tools are pre-installed.69

• The IP hardware (bitstream file) and the cloud-generated software library can easily70

be deployed to the Edge from the user application. The generated DNN can also be71

uploaded to a website platform (e.g. Github, the AWS Marketplace) to be shared72

with other users.73

• Thanks to our new design flow, the user can easily customize, optimize, generate74

and use DNN models on the Edge without needing to master hardware develop-75

ment tools, as is the case with almost all cutting-edge works. To our knowledge, this76

is the first automated environment that develops and deploys DNN architectures77

based on end-to-end FPGA acceleration.78

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state-of-the-art hardware79

optimizations techniques as well as frameworks that offer co-design and methodologies80

for the deployment of neural networks to the edge. Section 3 presents a general overview81

of the proposed framework, whereas sections 4, 5, and 6 explain the implementation82

details of the DNN configuration (on the Edge), the generation of the FPGA architecture83

(on the Cloud), and the communications between the Cloud and the Edge, respectively.84
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Section 7 describes and compares the results with the state of the art. Finally, Section 885

draws the conclusion.86

2. Related Works87

Many works in the literature proposing reconfigurable computing to enhance88

DNN algorithms have demonstrated a speed increase when compared to CPU, and89

GPU implementations [12–15]. The latter is commonly employed to speed up DNN90

topologies because it provides better outcomes in terms of pure processing performance.91

However, regarding the processing performance to the power consumption ratio, a92

high-throughput GPU is proved to be inefficient. Consequently, GPUs are not widely93

used for embedded edge computing [16]. On the other hand, FPGA-based acceleration94

solutions have proven to be as close as some high-end GPUs while maintaining a low95

power consumption, this explains their popularity in this domain [14,17].96

However, due to size and memory limits [18], hardware acceleration on embedded97

reconfigurable devices remains a difficulty, as illustrated by the platform investigation98

made in [13]. Therefore, several optimization techniques at the hardware level, such as99

parallel computing, pipeline, or systolic array, should be carefully used in order to meet100

the constraints.101

The authors of [19] suggest ’DLAU,’ an FPGA-based accelerator for large-scale102

DNNs. The DLAU architecture employs three accelerated pipeline processing units. The103

hardware deployed on the Xilinx ZYNQ Zedboard platform in conjunction with an ARM104

Cortex-A9 processor consumes less power. Hardware resources can be consolidated into105

a single DLAU core that handles all layers, enabling large-scale DNN implementations106

at the expense of lower throughput.107

J. Maria et al. [20] presented DNN implementations in FPGA employing Stacked108

Sparse Autoencoders (SSAE) to enable low power architectures for real-time object109

detection in autonomous systems and robots looking for edge solutions. OpenCL, a110

programming language for heterogeneous parallel systems, was used to model the111

accelerator. To categorize the CIFAR-10 color dataset, a Stratix V D5 FPGA was utilized112

to accommodate a stacked autoencoder. The use of a high-level programming language113

does not prevent achieving high performance and power consumption efficiency on114

FPGAs, where 0.357 W and 45 FPS were achieved for a 3072-2000-750-10 SSAE topology.115

M. G. F. Coutinho et al. [21] designed an implementation based on Stacked Sparse116

Autoencoders. Parallel processing elements (PEs) have been used to calculate the basic117

neuron operation as well as a systolic array technique for streaming DNN weights to118

enhance the overall throughput. Their systolic network, combined with an entirely119

hand-written RTL code, makes their solution almost 2.2× faster compared to [20].120

It has to be noted that the proposals found in [19–21] were about optimization121

techniques rather than design automation. However, the best results presented in [21]122

will challenge our proposal, as the resulting DNN implementation is highly optimized.123

FPGA-based accelerators take substantially longer to design than software solutions.124

They demand a high level of electronics skill, especially when it comes to custom125

optimizations using Hardware Description Languages (HDL). As a result, various efforts126

have concentrated, in recent years, on specialized frameworks and tools enabling the127

automatic generation of DNN architecture designs for FPGAs combining customized128

RTL designs and high-level languages, as detailed in [15,22–25]. Specific frameworks129

that offer such design automation will now be reviewed.130

S. Mouselinos et al. [22] presented the ’TF2FPGA’ framework to inference and131

accelerate TensorFlow DNNs on FPGAs. Several techniques were used, such as 1-bit132

input mapping, 8-bit unsigned integer quantization, and a pre-built VHDL library, to133

optimize the accelerator performance. The weights are extracted from the TensorFlow134

model and stored as ROM on-chip memory. However, this technique limits the flexibility135

of the design, as a mandatory rebuild of the whole FPGA architecture must be done if any136
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change on the user application is performed. The experimental results were performed137

on ZYNQ 7010 SoC.138

P. Mousouliotis et al.[23] created CNN-Grinder, an automated workflow to map139

a CNN on Low-end-low-cost FPGA ZYNQ 7020 SoC. It includes templates that guide140

the user through creating, verifying, and converting a part of an algorithm into an HLS141

definition. The user must define in C/C++ the software application (i.e., the main file)142

as well as the HLS description for FPGA acceleration using pragmas.143

In [15], a high-level design automation framework was presented to enhance the144

mapping of regular and irregular CNNs models. Their automated design technique,145

based on Synchronous Data Flow (SDF), allows for fast exploration of architectural146

alternatives. Within the same power budget, designs implementing this framework147

performed 6.65× faster than massively parallel GPUs and 2.94× faster than cutting-edge148

CNN FPGA-based implementations.149

R. Acosta et al. [24] also present a tool that automatically builds customized FPGA-150

based hardware accelerators for CNN models, which TensorFlow inspires. Using a151

Graphical User Interface (GUI), the proposed tool allows the user to select the dataset152

and customize CNN models. MNIST, CIFAR-10, and STL-10 datasets were used to train153

CNN models. Five CNN models were developed with Tensorflow and compared in154

that research. The results for the original LeNet-5 design reveal a latency per frame of155

1.08 ms for 32-bit architectures and 0.58 ms for 16-bit architectures.156

A. Mazouz et al. [25] proposed a design flow for automating FPGA-based recon-157

figurable CNN models using MATLAB. Indeed, the proposed framework is automated158

using a workflow technique that allows a designer to get a CNN architecture as well159

as the option of introducing new latency and space constraints. Via loop reordering,160

unrolling, and pipelining, the framework automatically generates multiple design spaces161

to find a trade-off on the latency for resource utilization by varying PEs.162

These design frameworks are good examples of the various strategies which can163

be used to automate and optimize the deployment of hardware accelerators, but they164

are still not close enough to non-experts in hardware design looking for embedded165

solutions.166

In this paper, we incorporate the previous techniques to create an end-to-end167

framework for automating optimized DNNs for advanced applications on low-power168

embedded platforms. Indeed, as presented in the state-of-the-art, we took several advan-169

tages of hardware techniques that have been proven effective for DNN implementations,170

especially pipelining, parallel processing, and systolic array, as discussed in [19–21].171

In addition, our design methodology supports a front-end user interface to customize172

the DNN topology and balance the optimization techniques in order to achieve the173

best trade-off between FPGA architecture performance and hardware limitations. This174

balancing method does not cover only PEs as detailed in [25], but also the interfacing175

of each customized IPs (i.e., DNN layers), in order to meet performance requirements176

(as presented in Section 5.1) and satisfy the variety of communication interfaces avail-177

able on the platform used. To overcome the barrier that is struggling non-experts (i.e.,178

software developers) to deploy the proposed methodologies, especially those presented179

in [15,22,23,25], we provide a Python library to define the DNN at the software control180

layer level in a similar manner as popular frameworks, such as TensorFlow and Keras,181

as detailed in Figure 2 and Section 6. In addition, we provide a novel approach to182

generate the FPGA architecture from the Edge by the bias of a harmony communication183

between the hardware board and the host server or commercial Cloud technologies,184

e.g., Amazon Web Service or Google, where all the necessary HLS tools are pre-installed185

and configured. With this method, the user can customize, generate, and deploy DNNs186

models directly on the Edge without the need of the board’s tools (i.e., Xilinx tools)187

or any additional commercial tool like MATLAB as in [25]. Based on our knowledge,188

our work presents the first design automation methodology to deploy DNNs based-189
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FPGA acceleration from Edge-to-Edge. Further explanation details are provided in the190

following Sections.191

3. General Overview of the Proposed Framework192

Most SoCs support a combination of peripherals (e.g., SPI, HDMI, UART, USB) as193

well as some General Purpose Input/Output pins (GPIO). In the case of PYNQ boards194

such as Z1, Z2, Ultra96, RFSoC 2x2, etc., additional peripherals can be connected from195

general-purpose interfaces including Pmods and Arduino via adapters [26]. Besides this196

adaptability, the ZYNQ 7000 SoC (the integrated chip on the PYNQ board) can offer the197

best solution by providing hardware acceleration through its programmable part (i.e.,198

FPGA).199

Exploiting this compact and low-power embedded system, we present in Figure 1200

an overview of our novel Edge-to-Edge framework aimed to fully automate DNN-based201

FPGA acceleration. The Figure presents three main parts depicted into three columns:202

Things, Edge Computing, and Cloud/Host server on the left, middle, and right column,203

respectively.204

Automated HLS Tools 
environment

Generate and 
encapsulate the 
customized IPs

ZYNQ 70xx 
Low power 

SoC, e.g, 7010, 
7020 User application and 

DNN acceleration
deployement on 
FPGA using .bit file

THINGS EDGE COMPUTING CLOUD / HOST SERVER

TCL Scripts 
controlling the 

HLS tools

Linking the layer to 
build the desired
DNN topology

Receive the 
FPGA 

Biststream
file 

Synthesis and 
generate the FPGA 
architecture

Python library
for DNN 
configurartion
and generation

Figure 1. Proposed framework for fully automate the generation and deployment of DNN models based on embedded
FPGA acceleration. (Things) Sensors are connected to the input ports available on the board, e.g., HDMI, USB, SPI, etc.
(Edge Computing) is considered as the main SoC chip (embedded FPGA + CPU) driving our fully automated framework.
The latter consist of mainly two parts: a Python library to configure, encapsulate, and generate DNN layers, and the user
application part where the user can deploy the bitstream of the auto-generated DNN model. (Cloud/Host Server) The
board is connected to the server where all needed HLS tools to generate such FPGA architecture are pre-installed. The
framework sends a TCL file commanding the tools. Once the latter complete their synthesis compilations, the framework
gets back the generated bitstream file to configure the FPGA.
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The left column refers to the uncountable peripherals that can easily be connected to205

the board via the external I/O ports, such as security cameras, microphones, industrial206

sensors, and actuators. These are treated as the data to be processed by the DNN207

approach.208

Since I/O port IPs are already available and free to use on open source platforms209

[27], our framework focuses on the most challenging part, which is the DNN acceleration210

IP. This task is ensured by an automated environment in both Edge and Cloud sides211

shown on the middle and left columns, respectively. At the Edge, Computing level212

is considered the SoC board (i.e., PYNQ), where a Linux OS runs on the ARM CPU.213

All automation processes are controlled via the interactive web application ’Jupyter214

Notebook’ pre-installed on the Linux system. At this level, our framework is composed215

of two sub-Python sections: (1) automate configuration, optimization, and generation of216

DNN topologies, and (2) automate FPGA bitstream deployment and user application217

integration, presented with the top and bottom gray squares, respectively. In the first218

section, the user defines his DNN topology by customizing the layers. The framework219

generates and stacks layers, creating a unique hardware kernel accelerator (i.e., IP)220

for each layer. Several optimization parameters, such as pipeline, parallel processing,221

systolic array, or interface communication, can be applied to ensure a suitable hardware222

implementation. In the second section, the user will receive the bitstream file to configure223

the FPGA and the hardware description architecture (i.e., C/C++ dynamic library) once224

the HLS tools finish compilation. With these files, the user can automate the deployment225

of the DNN accelerator. In addition, we developed a Python interface to adapt the226

generated hardware architecture to the user application as described in Section 6.227

As HLS tools cannot be used directly on embedded platforms, the compilation228

process is performed on the host server or commercial clouds such as AWS or Google229

Cloud, where all HLS tools are pre-installed and configured for automatic compilation.230

Moreover, third-party DNN IPs can be stored there and deployed when needed. The231

compilation flow is presented in the right column in Figure 1. In fact, the automation232

process is driven by a TCL script generated by the framework once the user completes233

the DNN configuration. The TCL file contains an equivalent directive for each layer234

parameter and the necessary commands to execute the tools. This automation is applied235

on a C/C++ template specifying the main functionality of layers. More details about236

each part of the framework are presented in the following Sections.237

4. Framework at the Edge: DNN configuration and TCL generation238

4.1. IP Layer C/C++ Base Template239

Starting with a C/C++ template representing the layer to be customized, the pro-240

posed framework generates a DNN model FPGA-based acceleration. In order to create241

such a DNN topology, it generates several layers based on this template by building a242

specific hardware acceleration IP for each one. Additionally, IPs can be customized with243

various parameters to maximize performance and meet device constraints. Several opti-244

mization parameters, such as pipeline, parallel processing, and interface communication245

have been used to customize the hardware implementation of each kernel.246

The C/C++ template represents the mathematical form of each DNN layer as shown247

in Figure 2. Equation 1 describes the yj output of j-th neuron for a given layer. The248

variable N is the number of outputs, i.e, number of neuron. xi is the i-th input for the249

current neuron. b value is the bias and Wbj its weight for the j-th neuron. Wij is the250

weight of i-th input for j-th neuron. Finally, f (∗) represents the activation function.251

yj = f

(
N

∑
i=1

(
xi ∗ Wij

)
+ Wbj ∗ b

)
. (1)

Our C/C++ template is composed of three iteration loops (Listing 1): the first of252

which is used to multiply the bias by its weight, as depicted in Figure 2. The second loop253

multiplies and accumulates the input data with DNN weights, while the third is used to254
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CPU

FPGA

In_1

In_2

In_N

B(+1)

Out_1

Out_N

Input 
layer

Hidden layer (1)

Hidden layer (k-1)

Output layer (k)

B(+1) B(+1)

B(+1)

IP
(k-1)

yn

y1

x1

x2

xn

b

IP
(k-1)

IP
(k-1)

AXI interconnect

ACPGP HP

IP Control
Data 

transfers
weights
transfers

AXI Bus

IP inter-
connection

Figure 2. FPGA architecture of the DNN topology. The mathematical representation of such DNN
is presented at the top of the figure. Each layer is implemented as a single IP on the FPGA. IPs are
connected with an internal bus. The communications between FPGA and CPU are performed via
AXI port interfaces (i.e., GP, ACP, HP ports). Data transfers, as well as IPs control, are achieved
through AXI bus and AXI interconnects manager.

produce layer outputs, in other words, the activation function for each output neuron.255

This organization is done in order to provide flexibility in the layer implementation and256

full control on the RTL IP version. Section 4.2 explains this in more details.257
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Listing 1. Pseudo-code for the C/C++ template used for a DNN layer
258

/ / M u l t i p l y t h e b i a s v a l u e by t h e we ig h t o f j − th neuron259

for j = 1 to N_Output260

B [ j ] = Wb[ j ] * b261

end262

263

/ / M u l t i p l y and a c c u m u l a t e l a y e r w e i g h t s f o r a l l neurons264

for i = 1 to N_Input265

for j = 1 to N_Output266

X[ j ] = X[ j ] + x [ i ] * W[ j ]267

end268

end269

270

/ / Add w e i g h t e d b i a s and w e i g h t e d neurons and p r o d u c e o u tp ut neurons271

/ / r e s u l t v i a a c t i v a t i o n f u n c t i o n272

for j = 1 to N_Output273

y [ j ] = f (X[ j ]+B [ i ] ) / / a c t i v a t i o n f u n c t i o n o f e a c h neuron a t k−th l a y e r274

end275
276277

4.2. Python Library: DNN Customization and TCL Script Generation278

A couple of HLS directives will be generated automatically to define various level279

optimizations and the communication interface of each IP. These directives were chosen280

consider a highly optimized implementation and appropriate hardware resources in281

light of the embedded system limitations. However, the user can alter drive them by282

defining his optimizations to explore other implementation alternatives. Each directive283

has a different effect on the RTL design synthesized by HLS tools. The main effects284

can be divided into two categories: the optimization category, where the pipeline and285

parallel computing can be performed, and the interfacing category containing several286

AXI interface protocols for different needs.287

Directives AXI—Advanced eXtensible Interface [28,29]—define the I/O IP layer288

communications protocol. AXI is a standard on-chip communication protocol that allows289

IP to be reused across various modern SoC platforms. Encapsulating the IPs layer with290

this standard helps to facilitate scalability and compatibility between the generated IPs291

and different commercial IPs, as well as to other AXI IPs sensors as showed on [30]. For292

that, no lack to adopt our framework with this type of IPs.293

In order to allow the user to configure easily, interface and modify the default294

optimization parameters, a Python library has been developed. In fact, the latter gen-295

erates a TCL script containing the appropriate HLS directives for each custom IP layer.296

As a result, the user has control over the hardware implementation and performance.297

Listing 2 shows our Python library that extends TensorFlow-like functions for FPGA298

implementation.299

Default settings have been provided to simplify configuration. However, the user300

can provide their own for each layer via the arguments of the Python function. An301

example of custom parameter modifications related to loops and AXI protocols for the302

first and second layers are shown in Listing 2. The layer size, however, is a mandatory303

parameter required for each function, as shown in the last layer declaration.304

The Framework automatically sets up and generates the TCL script with the direc-305

tives once the configuration of layers is complete. When the model.compile() function306

is called, the framework starts to compile the DNN hardware model according to the307

TCL script. In fact, the script is sent to the server, where the HLS tools are pre-installed.308

The automated process will synthesize and encapsulate the IP layers and generate the309

full FPGA architecture by running the script. Section 5 cover this process in more details.310
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Listing 2. Python framework to automate the configuration and generation of the DNN
model for a specific FPGA

311
312

from DNN_framework_lib . l a y e r s import Input layer , Hiddenlayer , Outputlayer313

from DNN_framework_lib . models import Sequent ia l314

315

# C o n f i g u r a t i o n316

input_ layer = Input layer (317

s i z e =input_s ize ,318

loop1=" u n r o l l i n g " ,319

loop3=" pipe l ine_and_unrol l ing " ,320

input_ layer="AXI−MM"321

output_layer="AXI−Stream "322

)323

hidden_layers = [324

Hidden_layer (325

s i z e = l a y e r 2 _ s i z e ,326

loop3=" pipe l ine_and_unrol l ing " ,327

input_ layer="AXI−Stream " ,328

output_layer="AXI−MM"329

) ,330

331

. . .332

333

Hiddenlayer (334

s i z e =layerN_size ,335

loop1=" u n r o l l i n g "336

]337

output_layer = Outputlayer (338

s i z e =output_size ,339

)340

model = Sequent ia l ( board_name , . . . )341

mode . add ( input_ layer )342

for l a y e r in hidden_layers :343

model . add ( l a y e r )344

model . compile ( )345
346347

5. Framework on the Cloud: automate HLS tools for to generate FPGA architecture348

After the framework generates the TCL script in the first phase of our design349

flow, the second phase of Cloud or Host server automated IP generation begins. This350

automated process can be presented as a sequence of three main tasks: generation of351

the IPs layer, the bitstream file, and a dynamic library (i.e, the .SO file), as depicted352

in Figure 3. The TCL script contains all requested layer configurations as detailed in353

pseudo-TCL script 3. The latter will drive and control the HLS tools in order to provide354

the appropriate FPGA architecture of such DNN. In this section, we will present these355

tasks in more detail.356

5.1. Auto IP layer Generation357

The left square in Figure 3 shows the first task. The task starts with our C/C++358

layer template to generate the IP. First, setup, optimization, and synthesis, followed359

by interfacing the I/O with the appropriate AXI interface protocol. Then, the compiler360

encapsulates the IP by generating the corresponding RTL design of the latter. It is361

important to mention that the optimization and interfacing configuration parameters of362

each layer have an equivalent ’HLS directive’ as shown in Listing 3.363

The directive unroll is used to ensure concurrent computation by generating364

several instances of the same loop. The internal operands (i.e., Bi, Xj, etc.) will be365

implemented using one block of RAM, which has only two data ports. Therefore,366

to ensure the parallel computing, splitting these arrays into multiple smaller arrays367

(multiple block RAMs) increasing the number of RAM ports is mandatory. To do that,368

we use the directive array_partition for each operand. With the same reasoning,369
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TCL: HLS pragma for optimizations, 
configure and generate IP Layer

TCL: platform config; data motion; 
IP integration; generate .bit file 
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Figure 3. Automated process of HLS tool configuration and synthesis on the Cloud or Host server by the TCL script. The
TCL file received from the Edge is responsible to: (a) Optimize, interfacing, and generate an IP for each layer based on our
C/C++ template. (b) Specify the data motion between IPs inside the FPGA and the CPU, configure AXI ports to be used for
each I/O layer, and generate the entire hardware architecture. (c) Generate the dynamic library to facilitate the control and
the execution of different C/C++ function calls from our Python interface.

multiple operators (i.e., multiplication, addition, division) instances will be implemented370

similarly. The latter ensured by using the directive allocation_operation_DSP. This371

optimization strategy is a powerful method for improving IP throughput. However, on372

the other hand, parallel computing significantly increases hardware resources, which373

goes directly against the embedded FPGA limitations. For that, we limit the instance374

number to only two, as detailed Listing 3.375

The directive pipeline has the advantage of reducing the latency of the whole376

process. As a result, more hardware resources, such as registers, are needed. However,377

when compared to the unroll directive, which provides parallel execution, the pipeline378

is less expensive. For this reason, we recommend using the first directive for all layers379

instead of unroll. Still, the user can explore other configurations to meet the application380

needs according to the available FPGA resources, as shown in Listing 2.381

The second step is interfacing the IP using the AXI bus protocol. The AXI standard382

has three interface types, each of which is suitable for a specific type of communication.383

The AXI-Lite requires fewer resources since it allows only one data transfer per transac-384

tion. Therefore, we exploited it for IP control and forwarding bias values. The Memory385

Mapped AXI (AXI-MM) interface is intended for off-chip data exchange, i.e., between IPs386

and the user application running on the embedded CPU. We use this interface to send the387

DNN input data; the weights are stored in the DDR memory (off-chip). The last type, the388

AXI-Stream, is used for inter-IPs layers data exchange to ensure high-speed streaming389

data transactions in a systolic array manner. The systolic array technique bridges the390

gap between serial and fully parallel architectures [31]. This technique allows serial391

data to be received and the IPs layers to perform their operations asynchronous (the392

next layer begins to work before the end of the previous one). However, this technique393

consumes more on-chip memory than the AXI-MM, considering the additional FIFO394
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memory required for data streaming. Listing 3 details the necessary AXI interfacing395

directives.396

Listing 3. TCL script that automates HLS tools on the Cloud / Host server
397

# C r e a t e p r o j e c t , add IP t e m p l a t e , and c h o o s e t h e SoC398

c r e a t e _ p r o j e c t DNN399

a d d _ f i l e s IP_template_cpp400

se t_ top layer_fpga401

s e t _ p a r t { ZYNQ_7020 }402

c r e a t e _ c l o c k −period 10 −name default403

404

# S e t t h e a p p r o p r i a t e o p t i m i z a t i o n d i r e c t i v e s a c c o r d i n g t o u s e r c o n f i g u r a t i o n s405

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ a l l o c a t i o n − l i m i t 2 −type operat ion DSP_fmul406

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ a l l o c a t i o n − l i m i t 2 −type operat ion DSP_fdiv407

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ a l l o c a t i o n − l i m i t 2 −type operat ion DSP_fadd408

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ a r r a y _ p a r t i t i o n − f a c t o r 2 " layer_1 " local_memory409

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ u n r o l l " layer_1/loop1 "410

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ p i p e l i n e " layer_1/loop3 "411

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ u n r o l l " layer_1/loop1 "412

. . .413

414

# I n t e r f a c i n g t h e IP l a y e r with t h e a p p r o p r i a t e AXI p r o t o c o l f o r e a c h I /O p o r t415

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e s _ a x i l i t e " layer_1 "416

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e s _ a x i l i t e " layer_1 "417

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e −mode m_axi −depth s i z e _ l a y e r _ 1 weight_bias418

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e −mode m_axi −depth s i z e _ l a y e r _ 1 layer_weights419

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e −mode m_axi −depth s i z e _ l a y e r _ 1 input420

s e t _ d i r e c t i v e _ i n t e r f a c e −mode a x i s layer_1 output421

. . .422

423

# Launch s y n t h e s i s and e n c a p s u l a t e t h e IP424

csynth_design425

export_design − r t l vhdl −format ip_package426

427

# T a r g e t t h e b o a r d and s p e c i f y t h e name o f t h e dynamic l i b r a r y428

PLATFORM = PYNQ−z1429

LIBRARY = l i b \_DNN.so430

431

# C r e a t e an o b j e c t f i l e f o r e a c h l a y e r432

l a y e r _ 1 _ f p g a . o : layer_1433

l a y e r _ 2 _ f p g a . o : layer_2434

l a y e r _ 3 _ f p g a . o : layer_3435

. . .436

437

# C r e a t e C/C++ s h a r e d l i b r a r y f o r t h e DNN FPGA a r c h i t e c t u r e438

{LIBRARY} : l a y e r _ 1 _ f p g a . o l a y e r _ 2 _ f p g a . o l a y e r _ 3 _ f p g a . o −shared439

440

# G e n e r a t e t h e b i t s t r e a m f i l e o f t h e FPGA441

c r e a t e {LIBRARY} . b i t442
443444

The final step is to export the resulting RTL design to be used forward by other445

HLS tools in our design flow. Vivado HLS tools support the compilation, synthesis,446

encapsulation and exporting IPs design flow. The generated package can be received447

from the Cloud and stored on Jupyter repository via the get_IP_package command as448

explained in Listing 2. Developers can share their own custom architectures on websites449

such as Github or AWS market-place, as indicated in the workflow of Figure 4 and450

detailed further in Section 6. This option helps users to save and share all developed451

architectures as well as create a private DNN library.452

5.2. Auto IP layer integration and software control453

To build an FPGA-based acceleration architecture for the developed DNN topology,454

the generated IP layers should be stacked and linked, as shown in the middle box in455

Figure 3. Since in the previous task all the IPs were perfectly encapsulated with the456

appropriate interface, there is no obstacle for the compiler to understand the data flow457
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and necessary inter-IP links. The latter also covers linking with CPU interface ports. As458

our framework is based on the PYNQ Xilinx environment, the target Edge Computing459

devices are ZYNQ SoC. On them, the software side has three AXI port interfaces with460

the hardware: General Purpose (AXI_GP), Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP), and High461

Performance (HP) ports [32].462

The AXI GP port is a 32-bit data bus that allows the FPGA and CPU to communicate463

at low and medium speeds. This port is therefore suitable for IP layer control (i.e, AXI464

Lite), where only few control commands are required. ACP is a single asynchronous465

connection between the FPGA and the Snoop Control Unit (SCU) of the CPU. This port is466

used to ensure coherency between CPU caches and hardware accelerators (i.e, IP layers)467

within the FPGA. HP interfaces provide FIFO buffers for a burst read/write behavior468

and high-speed communications. Our framework can instantiate IPs with both, ACP469

and HP AXI, ports for input/output data and DNN weights, as shown in Figure 2. The470

HLS tool automatically instantiates an ’AXI-interconnect’ IP to manage data transactions471

within the FPGA. In addition to the TCL script, our framework generates a C/C++472

header file containing some pragmas driving HLS tools to achieve this configuration.473

Once finishing port interfaces’ configurations, the compiler generates a software474

control driver, a standard object (.o) file, for each IP layer, in order to synchronize475

communication and data motion of hardware accelerators with the software part (i.e,476

CPU). The DNN weights and I/O data are passed between the CPU and the accelerator,477

and the software program will access them after the IP acceleration is completed. Both,478

IPs layers and data motion control, are accomplished using the sds_lib library of SDSoC479

HLS tool [33]. The latter is used for off-chip (i.e, DDR) memory allocation as well as for480

the C/C++ shared library, as will be detailed in the following Section. It is important481

to mention that our framework invokes the SDSoC sds++ compiler to accomplish these482

tasks.483

5.3. Auto dynamic library and FPGA binary generation484

In the previous Section we described how to integrate and link the IPs. A software485

control driver, a specific C/C++ library (sds_lib), helps to orchestrate data motions486

between CPU and FPGA. It is important to remind that our objective is to easily deploy487

a resulting FPGA-DNN to the Python environment (i.e, Jupyter Notebook) without the488

need to re-generate a hardware architecture for each new user application. To do that,489

the framework invokes the compiler to build a shared library (.so) of C/C++ software490

functions with entry points into the auto generated IPs layer implemented in FPGA. This491

library includes a program review of all IPs caller relationships, as well as the execution492

procedure of the DNN. As shown the right box shows in Figure 3, the generated shared493

library contain the sds_lib library as well. The latter is needed by our framework for494

the entry point from Python environment, as detailed is Section 6.495

Once all compilations are successfully complete, the framework will send the binary496

FPGA (i.e., .bit file) and the dynamic library (i.e., .so file) files to Edge, where the user497

can adapt the customized DNN to his application. Some additional configuration to498

harmony communications between Cloud / Host server environment and the Edge is499

presented in Section 6.500

6. Framework to/from Cloud to Edge: communication between the cloud and the501

edge applications502

This Section describes the communications between the client (i.e, PYNQ on the503

Edge) and the server (i.e, Cloud). The client side runs on the board. When used by IP504

developers, the client runtime generates the TCL script and send it to the server to be505

executed as described in the pseudo-code Listing 4. The server receives and executes the506

scripts. In the case of users, as well as for developers, the server will return the resulting507

hardware binary (.bit) and library (.so) files of the accelerated code. The next step is to508

upload the (.bit) into the FPGA and create a Python interface for the shared library.509
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Listing 4. Pseudo-code of the function that generates the bitstream (.bit) and the shared
libraries (.so) files

510
c l a s s Sequent ia l :511

. . .512

def compile ( s e l f ) :513

s e l f . g e n e r a t e _ t c l _ t e m p l a t e s ( )514

s e f . send_commands ( host=" a d r e s s _ t o _ s e r v e r " )515

bi t s t ream = s e l f . g e t _ b i t s t r e a m ( )516

shared_ l ib = s e l f . get_SO_l ibrary ( )517

return bits tream , shared_ l ib # pa th t o t h e f i l e s518
519520

The Host or Cloud server is configured with all the necessary tools to compile521

customized DNN. A containerized solution using docker was developed with all the522

required configuration to run the tools and facilitate the deployment to the host server523

or a commercial Cloud platform like AWS or Google Cloud. The runtime communicates524

with the board via TCP, as the server-side waiting for commands such as receiving,525

sending data and executing the TCL script as specified in the pseudo-code Listing 5.526

Listing 5. Pseudo-code of the server runtime main loop
527

while True :528

cmd, args = recv_cmd ( )529

i f cmd == " g e t _ b i t s t r e a m " :530

s e n d _ f i l e ( path=" path_to_bi t s t ream " )531

e l i f cmd == " g e t _ s h a r e d l i b " :532

s e n d _ f i l e ( path=" path_to_sharedl ib " )533

e l i f cmd == " exec " :534

execute_cmd ( args )535

e l i f cmd == " recv " :536

recv_data ( args )537

. . .538
539540

The Python API shown in Listing 6, is created using ctypes where we can identify541

and execute the (.so) inside Python. The framework will wrap all the (.so) functions to542

abstract the low-level pointer manipulation and memory allocation that need particular543

alignment. To configure the FPGA, we use the class "Overlay" from the PYNQ library,544

where it is already pre-installed with the python package.545

Listing 6. Pseudo-code of the our Python API for the Model creation
546

from DNN_framework_lib import Sequent ia l547

from pynq import Overlay548

import ctypes549

550

c l a s s Sequent ia l :551

. . .552

def _ _ i n i t _ _ ( s e l f , board_name=None ) :553

s e l f . board_name = board_name554

def load_model ( s e l f , i n t e r f a c e ) :555

. . .556

def p r e d i c t ( s e l f , X) :557

return s e l f . i n t e r f a c e . p r e d i c t (X)558

. . .559

560

def Create_Model ( bi ts tream , s h a r e d _ l i b r a r y ) :561

overlay = Overlay ( b i t s t ream ) # l o a d b i t s t r e a m i n t o FPGA562

shared_ l ib = ctypes .CDLL( s h a r e d _ l i b r a r y ) # l o a d l i b i n t o memory563

i n t e r f a c e = c r e a t e _ i n t e r f a c e ( shared_ l ib ) # a d p a t C f u n c t i o n s t o python564

model = Sequent ia l ( ) . load_model ( )565

return model566
567568

From the perspective of the user that only wants to use an already existing architec-569

ture, he can import the two generated files (the .bit and .so) into the framework and use570

them as shown in the pseudo-code Listing 7.571
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Listing 7. Pseudo-code shows the adaptation and utilization of the Model
572

from DNN_framework_lib import *573

574

model = Create_Model ( bi ts tream , s h a r e d _ l i b r a r y )575

model . p r e d i c t (X)576
577578

Figure 4 describes the possible utilization of the framework. Here we have two579

different uses; developer (1) and regular (2), with different possible workflows. The580

dashed arrows indicate an optional task as opposed to regular arrows that are obligatory581

ones. Here the user 1, the IP developer, is responsible for the creation of the DNN582

architecture and export the generated files in his job or to upload them on some website583

(e.g, Github, AWS marketplace) to be used by someone else. The user 2, a regular user,584

on the other side, exemplifies the process of utilizing an already generated architecture,585

here, this user can download and adapt the existing architecture to his application.586

API
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Adapt DNN Model 

with user applications 
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Generate DNN 

model
shared library

bitstream

shared

library

bitstream
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Edge and Cloud environment Only Edge environment

User 1
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Mandatory flow Optional flow

Figure 4. Development workflow, shows an overview of the utilization of the framework.

7. Experimental Results and Discussion587

The synthesis results of a developed IP layer using our automated system are de-588

tailed in the first part of this Section. The Vivado HLS tools were used to obtain the589

all performance measurements (synthesis and simulation results). The implementation590

results of many applied DNN topologies is presented as well. For easy and fair compari-591

son with the state-of-the-art, in our evaluations, we used the MNIST dataset as a case of592

study [34] . Xilinx PYNQ open source Python environment [35] is operated on the low593

cost and low power ZYNQ 7020 SoC board, since our framework’s target domain is Edge594

Computing and IoT applications. In fact, Edge Computing and real-time embedded595

systems make extensive use of the above [36–40]. On the PYNQ’s Linux OS image596

system, a Jupyter Notebook and associated Python package are already configured and597

installed. In the second part, we compare our design flow with the state-of-the-art and598

provide a brief discussion about the benefits of our design flow and framework.599

7.1. Synthesis and Implementation Results600

Figure 5 depicts the hardware resources of a generated custom IP layer using the601

default directives. The number of Flip-Flops (FF) and Look-up Tables (LUT) consumed602

as a function of IP size (i.e., the number of neurons) are represented in Figure 5.(a). The603

almost linear growth of hardware resources with the IP size can be seen. Given the604

large variety and number of neuron (from 50 to 2000), the growth is still acceptable.605

Furthermore, for the largest IP size (2000 neurons), the FF and LUT occupations are less606

than 6 % and 8 % of total available, respectively. The DSP and BRAM block units are607
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represented in Figure 5.(b). In the covered range of the IP size, both occupations were608

also quite low. Indeed, as with the prior ones, the utilization percentage is modest, less609

than 10 % and 9 %, respectively.610
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Figure 5. Hardware resources as a function of the IP layer size (i.e, number of neurons). (a) blue
and orange curves represent the Flip Flop and Look-up Tables units, respectively. (b) blue and
orange curves represent the DSP and BRAM blocs, respectively.

The latency of the entire IP layer is represented in clock cycles in Figure 6. The611

values were first obtained from simulations and later confirmed by implementation612

results. The obtained results with our default optimization directives are shown in613

orange bars, while the latency without optimization is shown in blue bars. The default614

directives have a noticeable positive effect. In fact, for a customized IP layer with 50 to615

1000 neurons, the number of clock cycles decreases by almost 19×. By adjusting the IP616

layer configuration parameters as defined in Section 5.1 and Listing 2, the user can easily617

explore other outcomes suitable for the target FPGA and desired output. The impact618

of the optimizations and the type of the IP interface on the entire DNN architecture are619

detailed in Tables 1 and 2.620
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Figure 6. Latency in clock cycles for different IP layer sizes (i.e., number of neurons). The blue
and orange bars represent the latency of IP without and with default optimization configuration
parameters, respectively.

To assess design exploration abilities and allow subsequent software version com-621

parisons, Table 1 lists the most prominent topologies auto-generated and implemented622

by our framework. It’s worth noting that the 32-bit floating-point data format is used in623

the hardware implementation. With this choice, it is indeed very easy to place ourselves624

in a case where our tool wins on all aspects used for comparison and results discussion.625
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In addition, we could challenge our tool that offers automated optimization versus626

’hand-written’ optimization. In terms of precision, this alternative guarantees a fair627

comparison with the pure software version. Indeed, the accomplished accuracy for the628

deployed topologies is sustained between 96.2 % and 99.2 %, as predicted.629

Despite this high quality results, energy consumption remains low, with the smallest630

topology consuming only 0.26 W and the largest consuming less than 0.43 W. Our archi-631

tecture not only offers an easy-to-use hardware interface, but also significant acceleration632

performance, as seen by the speedup results. Table 1 summarizes each accelerated DNN633

implementation speedup, which is nearly 61× for all alternative topologies as opposed634

to the pure software variant running on the embedded CPU Cortex A9 Dual-core, at up635

to 1 GHz. The speedup seems to be relatively high because, in the CPU code, there are636

many sub-optimal operations. In fact, simple function like calling a math function from637

an external library take at least a thousand instructions since it needs to go through the638

dynamic loader to find the library, then allocate if needed and load into the memory,639

then calculate the addresses set up the stack, jump to the global offset table to finally run640

the code that we need. In contrast, the same function in the FPGA could be executed641

directly in a few hundred cycles.642

Moreover, the achieved performance results, especially those of power consumption,643

show that the proposed design flow allows to meet low power requirement. This644

is critical for IoT applications exploiting the Edge Computing, since the increasing645

computational effort affects battery lifetime of many mobile devices [5].646

Table 1. Performance achieved with the DNN topologies auto-generated and implemented on a
‘Zynq 7020’ board with the proposed framework, for a frequency of 100 MHz, tested on the MNIST
database

Topology Throughput Speed-up Accuracy Power
(FPS) (%) (W)

CPU-only CPU+FPGA

784-32-32-10 60 3636 60.6× 96.2 0.266
784-100-50-10 19 1160 61.05× 99.2 0.380

784-100-50-20-10 19 1153 60.68× 99.2 0.430

7.2. State-of-the-art comparison and discussion647

We chose some reference DNN solutions to evaluate the position of our framework648

in the context of hardware acceleration, as well as to assess its embedded capabilities.649

Meanwhile, we have reported the analysis of three alternative implementations for650

same DNN topology, the 784-100-50-10, while balancing between the flexible parameters651

(i.e. pipeline and parallel optimizations; and AXI interfaces) as detailed in Listing 2, in652

order to assess the optimization impact on the performance results. Table 2 summarizes653

the findings of state-of-the-art works for the using MNIST database. Topology, clock654

frequency, throughput in Frames per second (FPS), and power consumption, are some655

of the implementation and performance parameters mentioned in the Table. Since656

not all topologies are equally implemented, we also include the data type, topology657

complexity presented in the number DNN parameters, and the throughput in terms of658

Million parameters per second (Mps). The later may aid in understanding the correlation659

between the throughput and the topology complexity.660

Our first alternative provides an implementation devoid of any kind of optimiza-661

tion. This is expressed in the performance result, where the throughput record just662

1.59 Mps and 19 FPS, the lowest possible results. We adopted a pipeline and parallel663

optimizations strategy in the second alternative. When compared to the first alternative,664

the throughput increases up to 9.917 Mps and 118 FPS, which is more than 6× faster.665

The third alternative implementation is the best strategy, as we used an AXI-Stream at666
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Table 2. Comparison of performance between state-of-the-art DNN topologies and three implementation alternatives auto-generated
with the proposed framework, at a frequency of 100 MHz (information not available for [25]). The mark (*) means: Higher is better.
The mark (**) means: Lower is better.

Work Topology Chip Data Parameters Accuracy Throughput Power Power/Throughput

(bit, type) (number) (%) (FPS) (Mps)* (W) (mW/Mps)**

[21] 784-100-50-10 Virtex 6 12, fixed 84.05 k 93.3% 1250 105.062 0.3 2.855
[25] 1-2-4 Zynq 7100 16, fixed 41.71 k 98.6% 526 21.934 0.578 26.35
[24] LeNet-5 Cyclone IV 32, float 60 k - 925 55.5 - -

Ours, #1 784-100-50-10 Zynq 7020 32, float 84.05 k 99.2% 19 1.59 0.478 300.6
Ours, #2 784-100-50-10 Zynq 7020 32, float 84.05 k 99.2% 118 9.917 0.49 49.4
Ours, #3 784-100-50-10 Zynq 7020 32, float 84.05 k 99.2% 1160 97.498 0.38 3.89

the inter-layer communication protocol in addition to the previous optimizations of the667

second alternative in order to perform a systolic array technique. As compared to the668

first and second implementation alternatives, the overall results increased by 61.3× and669

9.8×, respectively. As less AXI-MM are used, the power consumption was reduced by670

almost 100 mW, from 0.49 W to 0.38 W.671

Comparing with the state-of-the-art, the authors in [21] propose an SSAE optimized672

at the low level, custom RTL, to achieve the best process efficiency in terms of throughput673

and power consumption. Indeed, this proposal has the highest throughput and uses674

the least amount of resources. Nevertheless, they use 12-bit data types to achieve this675

efficiency, resulting in lower accuracy. However, since this work is aimed at high-676

performance computing, the proposal was deployed using high-end powerful boards677

like the Virtex-6. The latter does not present a perfect solution for IoT applications678

looking to its high price, which costs more than 1821 US Dollars (USD) according to679

"Digikey" website [41].680

A. Mazouz et al. in [25] propose a design flow for automating FPGA-based recon-681

figurable DNN models. For the MNIST classifier, they introduced many topologies.682

Table 2 depicts the chosen topology 1-2-4, with three hidden convolutional layers and683

seven filters, where the total parameters is almost 41 k. Notice that the implementation684

was done in much more large ZYNQ, the ZYNQ 7100, which costs around $4043 USD,685

but just using 16-bit fixed-point data values instead of 32-bit, which slightly reduces686

the accuracy (98.6 %). However, the throughput do not illustrate any of this (still low687

at 526 FPS). Furthermore, although the power consumption is not high, the efficiency688

(26.35 mW/Mps) is somehow.689

M. Rivera-Acosta et al. [24] provided a GUI for generating several CNN topologies690

automatically using only RTL templates. For the outcome assessment, they have used691

Cyclone IV FPGA. They achieved a high throughput of 925 FPS with their LeNet-5692

topology and 32-bit data types. However, the throughput in Mps (55.5 Mps) is relatively693

low with a limited number of parameters opposed to others. They did not, however,694

presented any details related to power consumption.695

Even with high-level synthesis and 32-bit data types, our automated approach696

delivered considerably outstanding results in terms of throughput, both in FPS and697

Mps, compared to [21] and [24]. Furthermore, the power and efficiency figures are698

very similar to those obtained using optimized RTL models as in [21]. Additionally, it699

is important to note that our implementations were done using a low cost SoC-based700

FPGA accelerator, the ZYNQ 7020 ($ 125 [41]), which presents a better solution for IoT701

applications compared to [25] and [24], where ZYNQ 7100 ($4043 USD) and Cyclone IV702

($340 USD) are used, respectively. With this analysis, our framework resulting in the703

best balance of throughput, power consumption, efficiency, and system cost.704

Figure 7 illustrates our framework features related to hardware optimization flex-705

ibility (Y axis) and the level of automation (X axis) compared with the state of the art706

works. Each colored square represents a specific work or methodology, where its spread707
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area in the plane X-Y reflects the work’s capabilities. Our framework has the largest area708

colored in blue.709
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Figure 7. A comparison between our framework features and the state of art works. X-axes
represent the level of DNN automate generation where Y-axes represent the optimization can
performed by each proposed work.

In Figure 7, the Gray square represents the work of M. Coutinho et al. [21]. They710

have used parallel Processing Elements (PEs) to calculate the basic neuron operation as711

well as a systolic array technique for streaming DNN weights to enhance the overall712

throughout. This work gives the best results in terms of power consumption and713

throughput since it uses custom RTL PEs. However, this work does not offer any kind of714

design automation. The green square depicts the basic PYNQ design methodology [42].715

The user has to design an "overlay", the FPGA architecture (in our design terminology716

the bitstream) and the project block diagram, a TCL file. To build a specific DNN mdel,717

the user can start with the overall DNN model topology, or by layers (the IP layer in our718

framework) and then create the FPGA architecture by doing the necessary connections719

between IPs and the processing software (i.e., the embedded CPU). In this methodology,720

all types of optimization (pipeline, parallel, systolic array, etc.) can be done at this721

design level. Using VIVADO tool, the RTL design of each IP can be automatically722

generated starting from C/C++ code. Still, the user has to develop a specific python723

interface in order to deploy and adapt the FPGA DNN accelerator with the python724

application. In the work of R. Acosta et al. [24], presented in the yellow square, a full725

CNN model can be generated based on a graphic representation. The optimizations726

were performed at intra-layer level, where the PEs are multiplied to ensure parallel and727

pipeline computing. No optimization ability for transfer data between layers, such as728

systolic array or pipeline. On this purpose, the whole process should be done for each729

new application, starting from training a CNN model to the generated FPGA architecture730

design. The last compared work is presented in the orange square, where A. Mazouz731

et al. [25] provide a framework to generate a unique RTL design for custom DNN732

models using MATLAB. As in [24], a pipeline and parallel processing at the PEs level733

was proposed in order to minimize the latency of the processing layers. They propose734

a flexible optimization level, where the user can define the number of PEs running in735
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parallel. However, no optimization between layer was proposed. The resulting unique736

RTL design can be online implemented on the target FPGA.737

In our framework, we offer the highest level in both design optimization flexibility738

and design automate, generation and deployment, compared to the previous works. In739

fact, Pipeline and parallel optimization were adopted at intra-layer lavel as [21,24,25,42]740

and systolic array technique for data streaming as [21,42]. Furthermore, optimization741

balance is proposed as in [25], in addition to systolic array for data streaming between742

layers by changing their interface type as described in Section 5.1 and Listing 2. In this743

manner, our design flow offer the opportunity to generate a unique circuit tailored for744

each application, in order to meet the user necessity and achieve better trade-off between745

performance and hardware constraints. As presented in Figure 7, the whole process of746

our framework is fully automated starting from basic RTL components (i.e., IP layers)747

to the adaptability and re-usability with user applications as detailed in Sections 5.3748

and 6. Beside what is detailed on the state of the art, we propose a novel Edge-to-Edge749

methodology to fully control, customize, generate, and deploy DNN models from Edge.750

This methodology ensured by an harmony communication between the Python interface751

running on the Edge and the HLS tools pre-installed on the Cloud or host server as752

shown in Figure 1.753

7.3. Enhancement of design flow for IoT applications-based edge computing754

The proposed framework enables the design to be done in a similar way to “pure755

software” neural network applications using the popular a Python interface. This feature756

satisfies one challenge facing IoT applications-based edge computing, the “availability”,757

a concept developed in [43] about the successful deployment of edge computing in IoT.758

The “availability” includes three parameters, i.e., the mean time between failure, the759

failure probability, and the mean time to recovery. Using the proposed edge-to-edge760

framework, one can easily optimize the time to recovery thanks to the Python interface761

as well as the fully automated generation process. In addition, the workflow of our762

framework makes it possible to quickly recover the original generated architecture763

stored on the cloud without any additional engineering work, as shown in Figure 4. It764

is also unique to edge-to-edge applications as the usual design flow requires to gather765

many different tools and methodologies for the full development, whereas the proposed766

design flow unifies the hardware (i.e., the acceleration) and the software under the same767

interface, and this will automatically enhance the “availability” of the application.768

The second challenge facing edge application is the adaptability of the architecture,769

where standard protocols and interfaces are required, as mention in [5,43]. In fact, differ-770

ent devices and sensors connect and communicate with one another and with the edge771

server via communication protocols. Considering that different vendors manufacture772

different devices in the IoT environment, standard protocols and interfaces should be773

developed to enable communication among these heterogeneous devices [43]. In our774

design flow, we respond to this obligation by using only the well-known AXI interface775

protocol, where it is used for all generated IPs and the entire FPGA architecture, as776

mentioned in subsection 4.2.777

The third feature enabled by the framework is the possibility of configuring the778

hardware for each layer, where we can add and balance between loop unrolling, pipeline,779

and other hardware accelerating methods in order to meet hardware resources limita-780

tions. This feature helps deploy DNN architectures in a wide range of FPGAs, starting781

from the minimal resources and power consumption devices to the latest powerful ones782

dedicated to edge computing.783

8. Conclusion784

In this paper, we presented our novel design flow of DNNs based embedded FPGA785

acceleration on the Edge for low power and IoT systems. With little to no previous FPGA786

or hardware design experience, developers of hardware-accelerated DNNs may use a787
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familiar Python-centric programming workflow to take advantage of FPGA acceleration.788

Our design flow offers the opportunity to generate a unique circuit tailored for each789

Python application in order to meet the user’s necessity.790

Besides the automation of our design methodology, the latter is fully deployed791

on the Edge. For that, the user starts with a python interface where he customizes the792

hardware implementation. A TCL script is generated automatically to drive the HLS793

tools while respecting the user’s customization. Our novel approach is to command the794

tools automatically from the Edge. In fact, a runtime is executed in both sides, Edge795

and Host server or commercial Cloud, to harmonize the communications and transfer796

files. Once the HLS tools finish compilations on the Cloud, they send back the necessary797

files for FPGA configuration and its software control. An API wraps the received files798

in order to adapt and re-use the generated DNN architecture easily. The user can share799

the designed architecture in a public website (e.g., Github) or marketplace (e.g., AWS800

marketplace) as well.801

By using only a dedicated board, it can be possible now to generate with our frame-802

work customized DNNs totally on the Edge without the need for private tools. Based803

on our knowledge, our work presents the first Edge-to-Edge automation framework804

for DNN-based FPGA acceleration. The state-of-the-art comparison shows that our805

framework provides the best trade-off between the mandatory IoT criteria abstracted on806

power consumption, low cost, and high throughput.807

The framework has been extensively tested by using a scenario of handwritten808

digits recognition, the training behind made on the famous MNIST database. This can809

lead to the development of a full edge application, such as the automatic recognition of810

license plates or automatic online filling of handwritten bank transfers.811

Our new Edge-to-Edge environment can integrate pure FPGAs design-flow to812

automate hardware implementation on another boards, other SoCs, and other brands by813

simply adopting a unique TCL template for each commercial tool-chain. Besides what814

we mentioned earlier, our future work is developing new IP templates that cover other815

DNN layer types to generate more popular topologies like CNNs, RNNs, GANs, among816

others.817
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AI Artificial Intelligence
API Application Programming Interface
AXI Advanced eXtensible Interface
CPU Central Processing Unit
DL Deep Learning
DNN Deep Neural Network
FPS Frames Per Second
FF Flip-Flop
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
HLS High-Level Synthesis
IoT Internet of Things
IP Intellectual Property
LUT Look-Up Table
Mps Million parameters per second (DNN parameters)
USD US Dollars
RTL Register Transfer Level
SoC System-on-Chip
TCL Tool Command Language
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